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Jumping into June- from graduation to the mission f ield. View  this email in your brow ser

June is upon us! 
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My community group and I
ran the Sound 2 Narrows
12K to raise money for our
friend's the Olson's as they
move with their family to
Kentucky to train with DTQ
(Deaf Teen Quest) for the
next two years.

Graduation photo with my
"family" Dan and Hilary
Donohoue! I have been so
blessed to have them
walk ing with me over the
past 5 years and look
forward to all that is in store
on the journey ahead!

Jumping from graduation into the season of training.

After graduation I jumped right into working full-

time with Youth Missions International. It has been a

fun time to jump into as people are going from here to

there to everywhere during these summer months.

For instance, by the end of this week we will have four

staff out at camps doing evangelism and missions

training with students and promoting YMI; we will

have one in North Ireland; one in Brazil; and one out

running sports camps throughout western

Washington. 

Over the past three weeks I have been learning a

great deal about YMI- traveling to Portland,

Moscow/Pullman, and Spokane to talk with leaders

about our Young Adult program; assisting with the

first college training of the summer as we prepare to

send six young adults to southeast Asia, South

America, and Europe; and being in the office as the

World Cup kicked off. As I am journeying with YMI I

am more and more realizing who I am and how my

experiences, skills, and education leading up to this

point have prepared me for work in the missions

realm- specifically in the training aspect. 
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Keep checking in to stay up to date on what is

happening this summer with YMI and the other fun

things of the summer- weddings, adventures, and

more!
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